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/EINPresswire.com/ -- Daniel González

Tampa, a name synonymous with top-tier

craftsmanship and unwavering client

satisfaction, continues to lead Daniel Roman

Construction to new heights. With over 30

years of dedicated service to the Tampa Bay

region, Daniel Roman Construction has

become an esteemed entity, transforming

real estate dreams into reality with each

meticulously executed project.

Founded on the principles of customer-

centric values and precise attention to detail,

Daniel Roman Construction collaborates

closely with clients, ensuring their visions

are not only realized but surpassed. Daniel’s

hands-on leadership guides clients through every phase of construction, providing a seamless

journey from inception to fruition.

“Our mission is to turn our clients’ dreams into tangible realities,” says Daniel González Tampa.

“We pride ourselves on delivering visually stunning and functionally brilliant results, one project

at a time.”

Under Daniel’s expert stewardship, the firm has earned a reputation as a preferred provider of

exceptional workmanship and personalized service in Tampa Bay and beyond. Whether clients

have a clear vision or seek guidance in conceptualizing their projects, Daniel and his dedicated

team are poised to offer their expertise and assistance at every stage.

http://www.einpresswire.com


Daniel Roman Construction’s commitment to enhancing client lifestyles is unwavering, all while

maintaining fair and equitable pricing. Leveraging his extensive experience, Daniel specializes in

offering effective solutions to even the most complex structural challenges in both residential

and commercial projects and real estates.

Latest Real Estate Trends:

As the real estate market continues to evolve, Daniel González Tampa highlights factors such as

rising property prices, economic fluctuations, and changing buyer demographics that have a

significant impact. Despite the challenges, the market has shown resilience, particularly in new-

home buying trends and single-family constructions. With ultra-low mortgage rates and shifting

housing preferences, the demand for home offices, larger spaces, and outdoor amenities

remains strong.

Many may find it surprising, but the data shows that the US homeownership rate has generally

risen since 2016. These developments and their driving factors impact both cautious buyers and

sellers who still accept certain levels of risk. Additionally, many property owners have utilized

property management software to enhance profits in their portfolios.

‘This is an exciting time for the real estate industry as disruptions bring about new opportunities.’

says Daniel González Tampa.

COVID-19 Impact: Homeownership Rising

In the first quarter of 2019, the US homeownership rate was 64.2%. By Q1 of 2020, it rose to

65.3%, reaching 67.4% by Q3. This increase reflects consumers' demand for homeownership,

potentially driven by health and safety concerns, remote working, and changing social habits.

These trends are evident in the growing preference for home offices, outdoor amenities, and

larger living spaces.

According to Daniel González Tampa this rise is likely to continue by 5% in 2021. This growth

suggests the market will see more than 1 million housing starts, a milestone not reached in

many years. However, the industry faces challenges.

Existing-home inventories are at record lows as owners hesitate to sell due to the pandemic.

Builders are also grappling with rising construction costs, particularly skyrocketing lumber prices,

which reached $940 per thousand board feet in February 2021, up 169% since mid-April 2020.

Builders report additional challenges:

- 96% face shortages or delays in obtaining building materials.

- 78% encounter delays in local jurisdiction approvals.

- 76% have workers or subcontractors unwilling to report to sites.

- 69% are affected by new ordinances complicating construction and development.



- 46% have lots not available due to prior suspension of development activities.

- 34% face inadequate public infrastructure.

- 30% experience difficulties securing financing.

These issues can be mitigated with the right outlook, tools, and actions. Top construction

management tools can help professionals organize projects, bill clients, and manage supplies

effectively.

Impact of COVID-19 Takeaways:

- Homeownership rates have increased and are expected to continue rising by 5% in 2021.

- COVID-19 has shifted housing preferences towards home offices, larger spaces, and outdoor

amenities.

- Lumber prices have reached record highs since the Great Recession.

Taking Advantage of Low Mortgage Rates

The economic decline of 2018 spurred increased real estate investment in the US during the pre-

pandemic period, with the industry receiving $470.7 billion, a 19% increase in capitalization. This

growth was driven by domestic institutions boosting their net holdings, reversing two

consecutive years of decline. New technology, such as real estate management platforms, has

also enhanced property management capabilities.

Before the pandemic, global institutional-grade real estate was projected to expand by 55%,

from $29 trillion in 2012 to about $45.3 trillion in 2020. The US housing market, in particular, has

seen significant impacts from COVID-19. Many new homeowners during the pandemic cited low

mortgage rates as a key factor, with 54% taking advantage of these rates, and 15% moving away

from areas heavily affected by the outbreak.

According to Daniel Roman González Tampa long-term trends of increased investments appear

to have been accelerated by the pandemic. Nearly 15% of the US housing stock consists of

multifamily housing, known for generating steady cash flow, while single-family dwellings make

up about 81.5%. Despite some market slowdowns, it continues to gain momentum.

However, not all are enthusiastic. About 30% of new homeowners during the pandemic regret

their purchase for financial reasons, 10% felt they should have waited for social/life reasons, and

7% were not prepared for ownership. Nevertheless, 43% of new homeowners did not regret their

decision.

“Our success is built on the trust and satisfaction of our clients,” Daniel emphasizes. “We are

always ready to provide references upon request, showcasing the confidence and assurance our



clients place in our work.”

The firm’s ethos is deeply rooted in a dedication to quality and client satisfaction. Daniel and his

team are not only builders and real estate developers but also visionaries, capable of

transforming properties into cherished abodes that meet and exceed client expectations.

For more information about Daniel González and Daniel Roman Construction, or to schedule a

consultation, please visit facebook and instagram: 

@DANIELROMANCONSTRUCTION_FL

https://www.facebook.com/DanielRomanConstruction/

About Daniel Roman Construction:

Daniel Construction has been serving the Tampa Bay region for over 30 years, offering top-tier

craftsmanship and exceptional client service. Under the leadership of Daniel Roman González

Tampa, the firm specializes in residential and commercial construction and real estate, delivering

remarkable outcomes with each project.
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